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ABSTRACT 

This project focuses on the operation a 1 prob 1 em 

solving and providing management information of the D'Jit 

Pochana Restaurant that operates in manual basis. The main idea 

is to combine the manual system with the computer to improve the 

efficiency of the whole system. According to the existing 

system, there are so many weak points for example material and 

cost controlling, time wasting in service process, and cash 

controlling. The area of the project will cover system analysis 

and design and system implementation of the restaurant system, 

and plan to replace the manual system operates by the cashier 

section, financial division, and the administration division. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, there are a lot of growth in restaurant 

business, many new restaurants are open almost every week, some 

are newly construct, some are re-open with a new name with new 

owner. The restaurant business is a kind of business that give a 

high rate of return on investment, normally the break-even point 

ranged from 1 to 2 years depending on business size and how 

luxuries and the internal management of the restaurant. This 

business has variety of critical success factors concerned, for 

instance location, decoration, client, food, pricing, material 

cost, service process, staffs, and controlling procedure etc. 

The common critical success factors of the restaurant business 

are the variety of menu items, the delicious taste, the 

reasonable price, the suitable location, the superb and 

attractive services, a convenient car park, a strong staffs and 

official team, and most of all is the suitable system for 

operation and management. It is hardly to meet all of these 

factors, but if any restaurant could do so, it would reflect the 

best benefits and leads the organization to the top ranking in 

this business. 

The work of restaurant can be divided into 

operational level and management level. The operational level 

refers to the procedures and the controls of staff work. The 

management level concerned with those decision making task, 

forecasting and then planning. The efficiency, effective, and 

economy system in the operational level will consequently 

contributes the good quality information for management level. 
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1.1 Background of the Project 

D' Jit Pochana Restaurant is a family business at 

first start running the business more than 40 years ago. The 

business is growing up and growing up, from the sales volume of 

20, 000 to 50, 000 baht a month until now over 6, 000, 000 baht a 

month. From time to time, the problems seems to increased along 

the way such as the voluminous clients, the variety of foods, 

the lack of skilled staffs, the confusion of the system, all of 

these cause a lot of problems. So the management decides to use 

the computer to help controlling the system procedure and staffs 

operation and having the first installation at Lad Praow, if it 

works, then they will install the system at other branches. The 

major concept of using the computer is to improve the 

performance and removes the corruption. 

The D'Jit Pochana Restaurant has a plan to implement 

the computer system for the whole organization but for the first 

2-3 years they need for the operational level, so the area under 

study of this project is concentrate on the operational 

procedure includes the client food order procedure, the food 

preparation procedure, and the collect ion procedure. The area 

under study can be described by the data flow diagram level O of 

an existing system shown in figure 2. 

After surveying the cost of technology, the management 

of D'Jit Pochana Restaurant decides to invest in micro computer 

using 80386dx CPU. model for the economically reason and this is 

the second try of using computer in the organization's system. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The Restaurant System contains the following objectives 

- To establish the computer-based information system for The 

D'Jit Pochana Restaurant. 

- To reduce the complexity and redundancy in serving 

procedure. 

- To control the material costs and revenue. 

- To analyze the sales volume and adjust the marketing plan 

and pricing policy. 

1.3 Scope 

The area under study can be depicted in the context 

diagram shown in figure 2 and project will cover the following 

areas 

- Material cost estimation. 

Setup the material items and their standard costs. 

- Menu items and pricing. 

Control menu 

Setup 

Setup 

item's 

items, prices, and discount. 

ingredients (for cost analysis) . 

group of menu items for order-slip distribution. 

- Food order procedure . 

Distribute order-slip direct into the kitchen or 

beverage bar. 

- Customer payment procedure. 

Issues collection bill and cash receipt/tax invoice. 

Provides accounting data for General Ledger System. 

3 



2 • EXISTING SYSTEM 

2 .1 Background of the Organization 

It is not so easy to find the restaurant that can 

survive in this business for more than 40 years, but D'Jit 

Pochana makes it by started with a very small in-house 20-seat 

food store at Taewate district. The business keep growing and 

growing until then up to 3,000 guests a day and they expand 

another two branches at Sukhumvit Road and Donmueng district. 

The business is in company format named Jit Company Limited, 

divided into division shown in organization chart in figure 1. 

As said earlier that along the way business growth, the problem 

occurs more · and more. Unfortunately, the organization management 

system is in the family style from the past, and still be until 

then. The management, all are members of the family, try to 

control every things in the business for example the material 

cost, cuisine controls, and the revenue (the centralized 

system), but it seems to get out of their sight. Recently, the 

new generation management decides to bring the computer into the 

business to help controlling the major components of the 

business even though the senior managements seem not accept the 

computer because it is just a machine and mostly staffs quite 

not familiar with them, only 2 peoples ever use the computer 

before with the word processing and a simple spread sheet. 
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2.2 Existing Business Functions 

The restaurant business has a variety of functions and 

components that can be classified as follows and each will have 

the illustration figure of data flow diagram. 

- Cuisine prepare the food follows the order-slip. 

- Banquet reserved banquet rooms. 

Service service clients in table's area. 

- Cashier collection bill from clients. 

- Purchasing : purchase materials and other assets. 

- Financial and Accounting : collection and book keeping. 

- Marketing : public relation, advertising, and marketing. 

The major area under study is focus on the food 

service operation as shown in figure 3, the data flow diagram 

level O of an existing system. There are three processes in an 

existing system data flow diagram. The first process, receive 

order (in figure 4), the waiter or waitress receive food order 

from client and write down order-slip with one copy. Then the 

waiter will submit both original and copy of order-slip to 

cashier counter. At the counter, cashier will stamp "ORDER" on 

the order-slip and its 

cashier box and send 

cuisine. 

copy, 

the copy 

put 

to 

the original 

distribution 

slip 

desk 

in 

in 

the 

the 

The second process, prepare and serve food (in figure 

5), the clerk at the distribution desk will write a new cuisine

order with one copy. Then the clerk will keep the copy of 

cuisine-order and send the original cuisine-order and copy of 

order-slip to each particular cuisine, for instance curry 

cuisine, sea food cuisine, Japanese food cuisine etc., or 

beverage bar. After the food is made, the cook assistance will 

attach the copy of order-slip (written by waiter) with the food 

dish and let the waiter serve to client. For another copy of 

cuisine-order, each particular cuisine will kept for later 

verification with the distribution desk. When the food is 

served, the waiter will put copy of order-slip into a little box 

in the client table. 
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The last process, colle·ct money or customer payment 

(in figure 6) , the waiter bring all copies of order-slip at the 

client table t'o cashier counter and cashier will verify them 

with the original order-slip in the box then calculate collect 

amount and write a collection-bill with one copy and keep copy 

of order-slip and copy of collection-bill in the checked-order 

file. After the collection-bill together with order-slip is 

paid, they are brought to the Financial Division. At the 

Financial Division, the money is kept 

credit card payment and the cash-bill 

or issue the slip for 

is issued if requested. 

Then the order-slip and cash-register slip will be kept in the 

collected file for late·r used by Accounting Di vision. Finally, 

the changes, collection-bill, and cash-bill will be submitted to 

the client. 
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2. 3 Current Problems and Areas for Improvements 

There are many problems D'Jit Pochana Restaurant 

faced. The majors are staff's cheating and delay services and 

the minor problems are unoptimized resources using and lack ·of 

information to make the decision. 

For the staff's cheating, because of the inappropriate 

system controls and nobody to trust their honesty. Since the 

documentation does not contain adequate information together 

with indefinite system controls so there is a chance for 

corruption to occur. 

Delay services, this problem caused by the unskilled 

staffs doing the wrong step for example service boy receive 

order from client and place the order-slip to the wrong counter 

or the man at the counter cannot read the handwriting of service 

boy, sometimes the food ordered is duplicated or missing. The 

client always claim about these problems and cause the bad image 

to the organization. 

About the minor problems, unoptimized resource using, 

this caused the high cost and results low prof it to the business 

for instance use a lot of order-slip copies and it have to re

written again in order to control the food order procedure, 

require a lot of staffs to handle the process (figure 4 and 5). 

Another problem occurs at management level. Because of 

inadequate infor-mation of documentation, so the management 

cannot have the tools to make the appropriate decision for 

example the information on the frequency of order by menu item 

is required to adjust the menu item or its price. 
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2. 4 Existing Computer System 

In fact D' Jit Pochana Restaurant used computer for two 

years but they use as a typewriter such as word processor, 

spread sheet in correspondence, schedule time table etc. For the 

operation, they still using the manual system. An existing 

computer system is shown below in figure 7. 

C~t('.-#.j'~ - ~Clajnstratlon 
f .• 

-1·;=~=1 ,• 
1~~~= 

~ - ~t-·-[=:J 

Figure l Exist1f'l9 Co:llj)Uter Systetlr~ 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

3 .1 Oser Requirements 

Problems surface in many different ways. One way of 

conceptualizing what problems are and how they arise is to think 

of problems as situations where goals have never been met, or 

are no longer being met. Useful feedback gives information about 

the gap between actual and intended performance. In this way, 

feedback spotlights problems. 

In some instances, problems that require the services 

of systems analysts are uncovered because performance measures 

are not being met. Problems (or symptoms of problems) with 

processes that are visible in output that could summon the help 

of a systems analyst include: too many errors occurring, work 

being completed too slowly, work not being done at all, or work 

done incorrectly. 

Other symptoms of problems become evident through 

people who do not meet baseline performance goals. Observing 

changes in employee behavior, such as unusually high 

absenteeism, high job dissatisfaction, or high worker turnover, 

should serve to alert managers to potential problems. Any of 

these problems alone or a combination of them might be 

sufficient to request the help of a systems analyst [4] . 

The sample of symptoms that point out the problems are 

listed in table 1. After applying the above fundamentals, the 

feedbacks are able to reflect the user requirements from the 

problems found. The restaurant needs to keep data on- the 

operation that can check revenue and expenditure such as 

material cost, restaurant's equipment, salary etc. After gain 

the information on the area under study, we can get input and 

output as following. 

15 



St. Gabriel's JJbrarv 

3.1.1 System Input 

- Material purchasing list issued by material 

purchasing officer, the list will be submitted to 

Accounting Division every day. 

- Material drawing form issued by store officer when 

a particular cuisine needs the materials for food 

preparation daily. 

Material draw back form, when each cuisine finish 

their work at night they will issue this form to 

bring all major materials back to keep in store. 

- Material usage formula created follows the menu item 

that will estimate the use of materials to prepare 

one unit of that food. 

- Food record that contains all information on each 

menu item shown in the menu. 

- Client record contains information of each member 

of the D'Jit Pochana Restaurant, like in the member

ship application form. 

Client's order recorded in order-slip issued by the 

waiter or waitress. 

- Collection bill issued by cashier officer used as 

the input when client want to have the cash receipt. 

3.1.2 System Output 

- Estimation of material usage daily or monthly report 

shows each material consumption correspond to the 

ingredient setting (in figure 8). 

- Sales report in details sorted by date showing 

quantity sold and sales volume (in figure 9). 

- Sales volume report print in a require period of time 

ordered by date, food category, and food item. This 

report shows the sales volume and order quantity in 

the specified period of time, can be daily or monthly 

or yearly (in figure 10 and 11). 

Value added taxes, charges, and discounts report in 

the specified period of time (in figure 12). 

16 



- Sales VAT. monthly report follow the government 

format, can be presented to the Government Revenue 

Department without any further adjustment. This 

report have to present to the government with 7th. 

of next month (in figure 13). 

- Sales analysis report shows the frequency of each 

food and beverage ordered, used for marketing purpose 

( in figure 1 0 ) . 

- Account ledger report requested in a period of time, 

shows figure of the concerned account to feed data 

for Accounting Division to do the bookkeeping. 

- Ingredient Listing for each menu item showing all 

the materials used in preparing that food. This 

report gives benefit to the customer who cannot 

eat meat, pork, or the seafood (in figure 14). 

- Table layout report on screen showing number of 

tables in each area and which one is available or 

not available. 

- Food Menu in computer printing format in figure 21. 

3. 2 System Design 

diagram 

The 

level 

design of the new system 

0, consisted of 4 processes 

Process 1. 0 - Setup Menu Item 

is shown in data 

in figure 15. 

flow 

This process started with food identification number 

and description defining in process number 1.1, Then setup a 

size and unit price of each size in process 1. 2. In process 1. 3, 

setup material code, we have to identify the material reference 

code for example meat, chicken, vegetables etc., and update 

their cost in process 1. 4. The next process is important for 

cost analysis, estimate standard ingredient formula, if we skip 

this process we would not know the estimated cost of food sold. 

The material data is stored in data store D6: MATERIAUS and food 

item records are stored in Dl: MENU ITEM. The above is the 

illustration of data flow diagram level 1 of process 1. O, Setup 

Menu Item, as shown in figure 16. 
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menuitemrecord 

DI: MENU_ITEM 

food_id + unitprice 

food_id + size+ qty_order + ord_remk 
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Figure 15 Data Flow Diagram of the New System (level 0) 
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St. Gabriel's library 

menuitemrecord 

food_ I ngrdnt 

01: MENU_ITEM 

Figure 16 

food_I d + 
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food_id + food_name + 
size + unltprlce 

material record 

06: MATERIALS 

Data Flow Diagram of the New System 
(level 1 process 1.0 - Setup Menu Item) 
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Process 2. O - Receive Customer Order 

After the customer came in and sitting at the table, 

the waiter or waitress gives menu to customer and then the 

waiter receive food order from customer or order canceled in 

case that the order is already placed, in process 2 .1, order 

food or cancel food. In process 2.2, write order-slip, the 

waiter will write down the table number, food identification 

number, size, order quantity, and order remark in the order-slip 

book, one slip for one order item. The order-slip is a 3 x 4 

inches size plain white paper (in figure 22) . 

Process 2. 3, send order-slip to cashier counter, the 

waiter brings all order-slips to the cashier counter. 

the word 

Process 

11 0RDER 11 

2 .4, 

onto 

stamp order-slip, the 

the slip, or 11 CANCELED 11 

waiter will stamp 

if it is an order 

cancel, then gives the order-slip 

into the computer. 

to cashier officer to enter 

There are two cases of recording the customer's order, 

new customer table recording and reordering. In first case, new 

customer's order, cashier officer will record the table number 

for new customer in process 2. 5, check in new table. In this 

process the cashier officer have to enter the table number, the 

number of customer, the member identification number if existed, 

and the table remark . After recording new table number into the 

system. The other case in process 2. 6, enter order-slip in 

computer, the cashier officer will enter table number, food 

identification number, choose size, enter order quantity, and 

order remark. The original order-slip is kept in the box 

labeled with the table number beside cashier counter (data-store 

02: CASHIER_BOX). Process 2.6 applies to both new customer's 

order and reordering. 

The recorded order item is classified by the group or 

category of food item, the data is sent to remote printer at the 

distribution desk, located at the center of the cuisine area, to 

feed the computer order-slip or cancel-slip to the specific 

cuisine in process 3. O, print order-slip. The computer order

s lip (cuisine-order) or computer cancel-slip is a plain computer 
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paper with one copy, one page consisted of four slips each is 

2.75 x 8 inches size (in figure 23), the printer will print 

table number, food identification number and food description, 

size of food item and it's unit price, the order quantity, unit 

of measure, time ordered, and the order remark. On the upper 

right corner of each cuisine-order, the computer will assign the 

unique slip ·running number for reference uses. The eight-digit 

reference number is automatically running by the computer and 

recorded in the corporate database on the file-server unit of 

the Local Area Network system (the hardware configuration is 

shown in figure 20) . Data flow diagram level 1 of process 2. O is 

shown in figure 1 7 . 

Process 3. 0 - Print Order - Slip 

At the distribution desk, two distribution clerks are 

standby for the computer order-slip or computer cancel-slip to 

print from the printer. When remote printer prints order-slip 

or cancel-slip in process 3 .1, the distribution clerk will send 

both the original order-slip or cancel-slip and it's copy to the 

chef at a specific cuisine for food preparation in process 3. 2, 

distribute order-slip to specific cuisine. There are two 

distribution desks in this restaurant, one at the beverage bar 

and the other one at the cuisine entrance. 

At a particular cuisine, after the food is already 

prepared, the chef assistant puts the computer order-slip's copy 

in the box labeled "ORDER DONE" and takes the food dish with the 

original computer order-slip to the waiter in process 3.3, 

prepare the food. 

In process 3.4, serve the food, the waiter serves the 

food dish with computer order-slip to customer's table and bring 

the computer order-slip back to cashier counter. The cashier 

officer take computer order-slip from the waiter and put it in 

the box labeled with the table number to check that the customer 

order is already done, this occur in process 3.5, put order-slip 

into the cashier-box. All of these activities occur in the data 

flow diagram level 1 of process 3.0 in figure 18. 
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Figure 17 Data Flow Diagram of the New System 
(level 1 process 2.0 - Receive Customer Order) 
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-------1 DISTRIBUTION DESK 
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Data Flow Diagram of the New System 
(level 1 process 3.0 - Print Order-Slip) 
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St. Gabriel's library 
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Figure 19 Data Flow Diagram of the New System 
(level I process 4.0 - Record Customer Payment) 
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Figure 20 : Hardware configuration. 
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Process 4.0 - Record Customer Payment 

When customer applies for the payment, the waiter will 

tell the cashier officer at the counter to close that table. In 

process 4.1, verify order-slip, the cashier officer will verify 

the computer order-slip with the item shows on the computer's 

monitor. If any item is missing, the cashier officer will use 

the original order-slip, written by waiter, to recheck the 

orders. 

After verifying, the cashier 

function "Check bill" in the 

the charge or discount items 

computer. 

and VAT., 

officer will use the 

This function provides 

enter as a percent of 

total volume or as a fixed amount. The most common items issued 

are the 5i service charge and 7i inclusive VAT. Because of the 

collection bill number is already stamped from the paper 

manufacturer , so the officer have to enter the current 

collection bill number into the computer. After that, the 

computer will prints the collection bill with one copy on the 

printer connected to each terminal at the cashier counter in 

process 4.2, print collection bill. The collection bill is a 

computer pre-printed form size of 4.5 x 9 inches with a five

digi t running number printed on the upper right corner (in 

figure 24) . 

The waiter brings collect ion bill, the original one, 

together with the computer order-slip from cashier counter to 

the customer table and col le ct the money or credit card in 

process 4.3, collect the money . Then the wa iter takes collection 

bill with the computer order-slip and the money to the financial 

officer in the Financial Division. If the customer requires the 

cash receipt/tax-invoice, the officer will issue the cash 

receipt/tax- invoice form using the computer program linked to 

the corporate database and print the cash receipt/tax-invoice 

onto the computer pre-printed form, size of 8 x 5.5 inches one 

page contains two forms (shown in figure 25) in process 4. 4, 

issue cash receipt/tax-invoice. 

The last process is process 4.5, record money 

collected into cash-register machine, the officer at the 

Financial Division uses cash-register machine in recording the 

payment and kept the money and make a changes or prepare the 
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TABLE No. 
Guests ••. 
Check-in. 

T047 
6 
19:32 pm. 

Date 
Time 
Page 

04/12/93 
10: 11 am. 
1 

--------------------------------------------------
0023 "81~'1 . 1.0 65.00 
0570 L DQL!Jl'l" 1.0 100.00 
0027 U~'\~"11'1tlnA 4.0 80.00 
0590 '1rh\u'lU L PlU 5.0 100.00 
3004 U'"WtU11 1.0 25.00 
L002 Singha Lager Beer 2.0 160.00 
3001 u~D'~cuJ 1.0 10.00 
0620 Uindmm Hz: 'lft 1.0 120.00 
Chrg. Service Charge 5% 33.00+ 

---------
UDA~nfi ..... ( 660 + 33 693.00 

========= 

Figure 24 Collection Bil/ 
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credit card sales slip, then gives them to the waiter back to 

the customer table for their changes or signing on the sales 

slip. The waiter brings the cash receipt/tax-invoice, changes or 

the credit card sales slip, only customer copy, back to 

customer. The financial officer uses the cash-register's 

journal tape, a continuous register-slip collected into a whole 

roll inside the c~sh-register machine, as an audit trail tool in 

daily tracing with the cashier officer. The above illustrates 

the data flow diagram level 1 of process 4.0 in figure 19. 

3. 3 Hardware and Software Requirements 

3.3.1 Hardware Requirements 

The new system requires the Local Area Network system 

to share the whole corporate database of The D' Jit Pochana 

Restaurant and eight workstations for every divisions in this 

organization. Some part of computer hardware configuration is 

shown in figure 20 , hardware configuration. 

The specification of the Local Area Network system is 

as follows: -

File Server Unit 1 set 

- 80386dx CPU. computer with 4 MB. RAM 

- Harddisk capacity 330 MB. (Average 

(speed 53 MHz.) 

seek time 14 MS.) 

- 1.2 MB. floppy disk drive 

- Monochrome display monitor 

- Power supply 220 watts. 

- Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) 625 VA. 

(for File Server Unit , printer amplifier , and 

Ethernet repeater) 

- Tape Backup Unit ( 2 5 O MB.capacity) 

Workstation Unit 8 sets 

- 80386dx CPU. computer with 2 MB.RAM (speed 53 MHz.) 

- Thai IRC card using monochrome display monitor 

or Thai VGA driver using VGA color monitor 
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- Power supply 200 watts. 

- Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) 300 VA. (for each set) 

Printers ......................................... 8 sets 

- Printer EPSON LQ-870 24-pin dot matrix ...... 6 sets 

- Printer EPSON LQ-1170 24-pin 15" wide ........ 2 sets 

(cannot share printing device because the nature of 

work needs the individual usage) 

Communication equipments 

- 16-bit Ethernet Network Interface Card 

Transfer baud rate of 10 MBS. 

(compatible with NE-2000) 

- Ethernet Repeater with two segments adapter 

with maximum distance of 310 metres 

- Coaxial cable RG. 5 8 AU. with shield 

- T-Connector for each interface card 

- Terminator for RG. 58 AU. coaxial cable 

3.3.2. Software Requirements 

9 pcs. 

1 set 

150 metres 

12 pcs. 

6 pcs. 

For software requirements, new system requires two 

parts. The first part is the operating system to control the 

Local Area Network system and the other one is uses to manage 

the database and the application program, called database 

management system, used to controlled, making changes to the 

database, adding and searching for a particular entry [3] 

Operating System Software 

- Novell Net ware 386 version 3 .11 ............... 1 set 

Connected capacity up to 100 users concurrently 

4 GB.RAM expandability 

1.4 GB.Harddisk capability 

Able to use both bus-topology or star-topology 

Transaction tracking system provided 

1000 concurrent open files 
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Other Software 

FoxPro/LAN version 2.0 (LAN version) 

A database management software to drive the 

application and handle the database files. 

- PC-DOS. version 3.30 3.31 ' 4.0 ......... . 

- Thai IRC driver (for monochrome or color) 

- LAN Assist module (to control other station) 

1 set 

1 set 

1 set 

1 set 

3 .4 Security and Controls 

This project based on the Local Area Network system 

that already provides with four different ways of security. 

The first restrictions called log-in rights. The user 

must specify their log-in name. The user name is the identity of 

a user and is used to identify the user's personal account on 

the system. 

The second level is a password. An optional password 

is an access keyword that is known only to the user, cannot be 

seen anywhere. 

The third level is the time restriction that can be 

setup for individual users or all users. The system provides 

with the 24 hours in 7 days, It can be set for the valid time 

interval and the smallest interval is half an hour. 

Finally, the fourth restriction level is the data 

access security called "Trustee Rights". The access rights in 

NetWare 386 have been enhanced to improve the capabilities of 

network managers to implement effective and transparent network 

security. The rights can be assigned to users of directories, 

subdirectories, and files in any combination, allowing users to 

have access to resources without compromising security. 

rights are listed here and are assigned on two levels: 

The 

to 

directory trustees and to file trustees ['f J • 

R Read -Directory trustee: the user can open 

and read a file in the assigned 

directory and subdirectory. 
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w Write 

c Create 

E Erase 

-File trustee: the user can open and 

read to the assigned file. 

-Directory trustee: the user can open 

and write to files in the directory 

and subdirectory. 

-File trustee: the user can open and 

write to the assigned file. 

-The user can create new files and 

subdirectories. 

-Directory trustee: this right can be 

assigned to a trustee of the directory, 

who can remove files and subdirectories. 

-File trustee: this user can delete the 

file to which he or she is assigned. 

D Directory Scan -The user can see this directory name 

F File Scan 

when scanning the parent directory. 

-The user can see the file names of the 

files in the directory 

directory. Users who 

can see the file names 

when scanning the 

are file trustees 

of only the files 

they are assigned trusteeship to. 

A Access Control -Directory trustee: the user can modify 

the trustee list and inherited rights 

mask of this directory and of all child 

subdirectories and 

cannot grant rights 

they don' t already 

-File trustee: the 

files, but the 

to themselves 

have. 

user can modify 

user 

that 

the 

file's trustee list and inherited rights 

mask. 
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s Supervisory 

M Modify 

-Directory trustee: a user has all rights 

to this directory and all child 

subdirectories and files. The user can 

grant supervisor rights to other users 

in this directory and child 

subdirectories and files. The user's 

rights override all inherited rights 

masks in child subdirectories and files. 

-File trustee: the user has all rights to 

the assigned file. 

-Directory trustee: user can change the 

name and attributes of a directory and 

all child subdirectories. 

-File trustee: user can change the name 

and attributes of the assigned file. 

These rights flag can be assigned to each user in the system 

independently and the users cannot add their trustee right by 

themselves, they have to tell the Local Area Network's 

supervisor to add for them. These trustee rights is taking care 

by the Local Area Network operating software calls Novell 

Netware 386 and its very hard to break through their security 

system. 

The second security control is the data encryption 

done by both database management system and by the application 

program for example nobody can type the file to.view its content 

although access directly to the database, open the data file and 

list the records contents, the important data are passed the 

encryption module so it gives a different meaning such as the 

cost element is divided by some constant value etc. 

All of these security will ensure that the system is 

saved in the appropriate location and manipulated only by the 

authorized user. 
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3.5 Cost/Benefit Analysis 

The analysis of the cost and benefit of the proposed 

system, for the benefit, can be separated into tangible benefit 

and intangible benefit. 

3.5.1 Tangible Benefits 

Tangible benefits are advantages measurable in dollars 

that accrue to the organization through use of the information 

system. Examples of tangible benefits are an increase in speed 

of processing, getting otherwise inaccessible information, 

getting information on a more timely basis than possible before, 

taking advantage of the 

and lowering the amount 

specific tasks. And there 

computer's superior calculating power, 

of employee time needed to complete 

are still others. Although measurement 

is not always easy, tangible benefits can actually be measured 

in terms of dollars saved, resources saved, or time saved [4] . 

- Salary saving in case of using computer system, it 

will saved 5 staffs, 2 persons at the cuisine, one person at the 

beverage bar, and another 2 at the cashier counter. 

Staff saving ..... . 

cuisine clerk x 2 

clerk at bar x 1 

cashier assist x 2 

Salary saved 

Personal Sal./Mth. 

4,000 

4,200 

4,500 

Tot.Sal./Yr. 

96,000 

50,400 

108,000 

254,400 

Document cost saving includes forms and the carbon 

copy and stationary. 

Saving (per year) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,000 
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3.5.2 Intangible Benefits 

Some benefits that accrue to the organization from use 

of the information system are difficult to measure but are 

important nonetheless. These are known as intangible benefits. 

Intangible benefits include improving the decision

making process, enhancing accuracy, becoming more competitive in 

customer service, maintaining a good business image, and 

increasing job satisfaction for employees by eliminating tedious 

tasks . The D'Jit Pochana Restaurant can gain the intangible 

benefits as follows; 

- Produced fine job, clear documentation. 

- Avoid the confusion of the human handwriting. 

- Reduced the mistake occurs by the human errors. 

- The operational work is done in timely manner, 

accuracy, efficient, and effective. 

- Reduce the redundancy in procedures. 

- Provide management for the intelligent information. 

- Served as a guide line for the next phase project. 

- Create a good image to the organization. 

The project's cost can be considered as a tangible 

costs and intangible costs as well. 

3.5.3 Tangible Costs 

The concepts of tangible and intangible costs present 

a conceptual parallel to the tangible and intangible benefits 

discussed already. Tangible costs are those that can be 

accurately projected by the business' accounting personnel. 

The tangible costs including the cost to install the 

new system, composed of three portions, the hardware cost, 

software and accessories cost, and the peopleware cost. The cost 

of each portion is shown below. 
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Hardware cost :-

- File Server Unit ............... . 

- Works tat ion ( 8 uni ts) .......... . 

- Printing devices (8 units) ..... . 

- Backup device ( 1 unit) ......... . 

- UPS. (9 units) ..... . ........ . .. . 

Total hardware cost 

Software and accessories cost :-

- Network Operating System ....... . 

- Application software development 

Total software cost 

Accessories costs (yearly) 

- Pre-printed computer form .. . 

- Continuous paper ........... . 

- Printer ribbon refill . .... ..... . 

Total accessories costs per year 

Peopleware cost :-

120,000 

200,000 

110,000 

25,000 

75,000 

530,000 

30,000 

70,000 

100,000 

20,000 

2,000 

8,000 

30,000 

- Rotate the cashier officer to use the system. 

- Staff training cost for using PC. with LAN. 

costs for 6 persons training . ... 12,000 

Total project costs is 

- Hardware fixed cost 

- Software fixed cost ....... . 

- People fixed cost ......... . 

Total fixed cost 

- Accessories variable cost ..... . 
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3.5.4 Intangible Costs 

Intangible costs are difficult to estimate, and may 

not be known. They include the cost of losing a competitive 

edge, losing the reputation for being first with an innovation, 

or the leader in a field, declining company image due to 

increased customer dissatisfaction, and ineffective decision 

making due to untimely or inaccessible information. 

3.5.5 Comparing Costs and Benefits 

There are many well-known techniques for comparing the 

costs and benefits of the proposed system. They include break

even analysis, payback period, cash-flow analysis, and present 

value. All of these techniques provide straightforward ways of 

yielding information to decision makers about the worthiness of 

the proposed system [4]. 

Payback Period Method 

Year Costs 

0 642,000 

1 30,000 

2 30,000 

3 30,000 

4 30,000 

The new system 

Cumulative 

Costs 

642,000 

672,000 

702,000 

732,000 

762,000 

will have 

Benefits 

0 

270,400 

270,400 

270,400 

270,400 

payback period 

years and 8 months compared to the manual system. 
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Benefits 

0 

270,400 

540,800 

811,200 

1,081,600 
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Net Present Value [l] 

NPV (Rl/(l+i)**l) + (R2/(l+i)**2) + . . . + (Rn/(l+i)**n) - PV 

where NPV Net Present Value 

Rl .. Rn Net Return in Year 1 to Year n 

i Interest Rate 

PV Present Value of Investment Cost 

Rl (270,400-30, 000) 

R2 (270,400-30, 000) 

R3 (270,400-30, 000) 

R4 (270,400-30, 000) 

i 12% annual 

PV 642,000 

NPV (270,400-30.000) + (270,400-30,000) + 

(l+.12) 1 (l+.12) 2 

(270,400-30.000) + (270.400-30,000) 642,000 

(l+.12) 3 (l+.12) 4 

214,643 + 191,645 + 171,112 + 152,780 - 642,000 

730,180 - 642,000 

88,180 (approximately 3 years and 5 months project) 

The new system return on investment will becomes positive after 

3 years and 5 months. 
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4. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

4 .1 Overview of Project Implementation Schedule 

The final step in detailed design is preparing an 

implementation plan. The various programs and files are defined. 

Who will write those programs? In what order will they be 

written? When will they be complete? IS the preliminary 

implementation schedule still valid? Management will insist that 

such quest ions be answered before authorizing the funds and 

personnel needed to implement the system. 

During the feasibility study, 

estimates were made in years. The time 

preliminary time 

estimates of system 

design were stated in months and weeks to make the estimation 

more precisely ['1.] . 

The D'Jit Pochana Restaurant project is separated into 

three parts. The first part is to study an existing system. The 

activities to perform in this part are identify the area under 

study, create context diagrams and data flow diagrams level O 

and level 1, gain information from the users, and identify the 

problems that existed in the organization. 

The second part is to design the new system, develop 

the logical and physical diagrams, the data flow diagrams helps 

to depict a clear picture to the users, then define the system 

specification that is the input-process-output of the system. 

The file layout is design in this part as well as screen layout 

and report formats. 

do the implementation that 

the program. Then made a 

The last part is to 

includes program coding, test 

installation and train the user to use the program and gives 

some trouble shooting. After a period of time, not so long, we 

may have to refine or tuning to match the specific situation. 

Next, provides 

manual. Finally 

the 

is 

running smoothly. 

documents includes user 

to follow up to check 
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This project, the author apply the incremental 

approaches in implementing the system. The incremental 

implementation is a more disciplined approach to systems 

implementation than is the traditional approach. It is carried 

out as follows: 

The 

repeat until the system is complete 

implement and unit-test a module 

add the module to the existing combination 

test and debug the new combination 

endrepeat 

deliver the system 

incremental implementation affords both real and 

psychological benefits to the implementors, project manager, and 

users alike. They can all oversee the progress of a working 

system from its most rudimentary stage through eventual 

completion [5] 

The project implementation schedule displayed in Gantt 

Chart form is provided in table 2. 

4. 2 Test Plan and Results 

The test plan is developed from the original 

specification of what the system is supposed to do. Any special 

problems due to the implementation should also be tested, using 

the packaged design as a guide. The test plan should contain 

test cases comprising test data deliberately and fiendishly 

crafted to expose as many defects as possible, together with the 

predicted output for each test input, 

additional tools which will be used 

(Hetzel, 1985) has a startling slogan 

and a description of any 

in testing. Bill Hetzel 

11 Test before code. 11 By 

this he means that in 

all your test cases 

written [6]. 

a well run project you can design almost 

before a single. line of code has been 
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The project applies the following testing techniques; 

- Unit test : test each module or small group of modules 

with test data, this done by programmer, such as to 

test minimum and maximum value possible. 

- Subsystem test : group all the unit into subsystem 

then test and debug it. This testing step links the 

testing with test data and checks whether the programs 

are interdependent actually work together as planned. 

- System integration : combine the subsystems to form 

the whole system. 

System disintegration test and debug the whole 

system. At this stage, operators and end users become 

actively involved to test the system objectives. 

After passing the testing stage, the result of each testing will 

be treated as a feedback that can ensure that the system will 

meet all of its objectives and help reducing maintenance costs. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5 .1 Conclusions 

After study an existing system of The D'Jit Pochana 

Restaurant, there are many weak points that should be improved 

for example the food order procedure that the distribution clerk 

have to rewrite the order-slip again, or having no efficiently 

report to check the daily sales volume with the money receive 

and discount gives to client, the interface among the 

organization's components does not matched etc., all of these 

samples cause the reduction of the whole performance and this 

make the negative image of client to the organization. 

By using the structured analysis approach to 

imple~ents the use of computer system in The D'Jit Pochana 

Restaurant helps improve both the system itself and the staffs 

performance. This approach helps depict the problems occur in 

the organization and find the best way to handle them. 

The new system proposed improves the efficiency and 

the effectiveness of the food order process by using computer 

transfer data to printer and prints the cuisine-order instead of 

using the human handwriting. This reduce the time used and 

significantly reduced human errors. More over, the use of 

computer form raise up the client image because normally we rely 

on the machine more than the human. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

This Restaurant System implemented for The D'Jit 

Pochana Restaurant is a part of the whole organization tasks and 

the system draw out a lot of benefits from using the computer. 

In the long term, The D'Jit Pochana Restaurant should implement 

the computer system in the remained parts especially in the 

management level for management decision making such as 

supporting report for instance sales forecasting, budgeting 

report, and cashflow worksheet etc. 

Eventhough the new system using the computer helps to 

improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and economy of the 

organization but the success of the the Restaurant System is 

also depend on the implementation. If the system itself is very 

good but the user does not accept, it would probably does not 

work. The management of The D'Jit Pochana Restaurant should open 

their mind for new technologies that will help them to success 

among the strong competitive market. 

The recommendation for D' Jit Pochana Restaurant for 

the current situation are :-

- Improve staffs skill in using the computer and its 

devices. 

- Invest for the information technology includes both 

hardware and software. 

- Staffs rotation in order to have them familiar with the 

system. 

- The management should open their mind for advance techno

logy awareness. 
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Table 1 Symptoms That Identify the Problems 

Look for these specific signs To Identify problems 

- Too many errors 

- Work completed slowly 

- Work done Incorrectly Check output against performance 

- Work done lnvompletely 

- Work not done at al I 

- High absenteeism 

- High job dissatisfaction Observe behavior of employees 

- High job turnover 

-
- Complaints 

- Suggestions for Improvement Listen to external feedback 

- Loss of sales from : customers, suppl lers 

- Lower sales 
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Table 2 Gantt Chart of Projecct Plan for Restaurant System 

MO~TH-1 MONTH-2 MONTH-3 MONTH-4 
ACTIVITIES 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I I 2 ! 3 ! 4 1 ! 2 I 3 I 4 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

I I I ! I I ' I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

~!~~r-~~-~~!~!!~~-~r~!~~ : I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

- Identify area under study . . ... _, I I I I 
I I I I I 

- Create diagrams ......... ... 
,_, __ 

I I I 
Context diagram I I I I I 
Data Flow diagram I I I I I 

I I I I I 
- Gain further information ... ... I 1-1· I I 

Make an interviewing I I I I 
I I I I 

- Gain further requirements .. .. . I 
,_ I 

I I I I I 
- Identify the problems ... . . . . .. I I - • I I 

I I I I 
I I I I 

~~~!~~-~~~-~!~!~~ : I I I I I 
I I I I I 
1 I I 1 I 1 

- Develop the logical diagrams .. I I . _, I I 
Data Flow diagram I I I I I 

I I I I 
- Develop the physical diagrams I . _, I I 

Data Flow diagram I I I I 
System Structure chart I I I I 

I I I I I 
- Designing screen layout (Input) I 

_,_ 
I I I 

I I I I I I 
- Create reports format ......... I I • -1 I I 

I I I I I 
- Setup system specificat ion .... I 

,_ 
I I 

I I I I 
I I I 

Implementation : I I I I 
-------------- I I I 

I I I 
- Program coding (Inc I. testing) 1-

_,_,_,_ 
Screen entry I I I I I 
Generate reports I I I I I 
Provide system utilities I I I I I 

I I I I I I I 
- Installation & Training ...... . I I I ·1-1 ,_ I I 

I I I I I I I I 
- Refine the app I i cation . . . .... . I I I I I I - -1 I 

I I I I I I I I 
- Documentation ... .. ... ... . .. ... I I -1- -1-1-1- - 1 I 

I I I I I I I I 
- Fol low up ..................... I I I I I I I 

_,_, 
I I I I I I I I I 
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Table 3 Content for data store DI: MENU_ITEM 

Data Store Name: DI: MENU_ITEM 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

MENUITEMRECORD FOOD_ID + Food Identification No. 

FOOD_INGRDNT 

GROUP_ID + 

FOOD_NAME + 

PEILPLATE + 

PRC_LARGE + 

PRCJIEDIUM + 

PRt_SMALL 

FOOD_ID + 

MATERIAL_ID + 

QT¥_USED_L + 

QT¥_USEDJI + 

QT¥_USED_S 

, 

11 

Food category No. 

Food name I description 

Unit of measure, set, cup etc. 

Unit sell Ing price - large size 

Unit sel I Ing price - medium 

Unit sel I Ing price - smal I 

Food Identification No. 

Material Identification No. 

Quantity used for large size 

Quantity used for medium size 

Quantity used for small size 

Notations : Food Identification number can be a numeric or alpha. 

The PEILPLATE are per dish, per set, per kilogram etc. 

The structure name FOOD_INGRDNT llnk between data structure 

FOOD_MF and MATERIALS. 
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Table 4 Content for data store D2: CASHIER_BOX 

Data Store Name : 02: CASHIER_BOX 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

CASHIER....aOX TABLE_NO + Table No. 

FOOD_ID + Food Identification No. 

SIZE + Size of order Item 

QTY + Quantity ordered 

UNIT_PRICE + Unit sel llng price 

ORDER....REM + Remark of each order Item 

ORDER....TIME + Time Ordered 

NO_OF_CUST Number of customer 

- ·-

Notations : 
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Table 5 Content for data store 03: TABLE_ORDER 

Data Store Name : D3: TABLE_ORDER 

Name of Structure 

CUR-USE 

ITEM_ODR 

Name of Data Element 

TABLE_NO + 

RUNNING_NO + 

CHKIN_DATE + 

CHKIN_TIME + 

NO_OF_GUEST + 

MEMBER....ID + 

REMARK + 

TABLE_CANCEL + 

TOTAL_AMT + 

DIS(_CHRG 

TABLE_NO + 

FOOD_ID + 

QTY + 

UNIT_PRICE + 

ORDER....TIME + 

FLAG_CANCL + 

RUNNING_NO + 

ORDER....REM + 

SLIP_NO 

Description 

Table No. 

Unique running table No. 

Customer check-In date 

Check-In time 

Number of customer 

Member ID. No. 

Remark of each table 

Flag TRUE If cancel table 

Total order amount 

Total discount-charge 
amount for each table 

Table No. 

Food Identification No. 

Quantity ordered 

Unit sell Ing price 

Time Ordered 

Flag: TRUE If cancelled 

Unique running table No. 

Remark of each order item 

Unique running sllp No. 

Notations : The RUNNING_NO Is the internal unique Index autlmatlcally 

assigned by the program because only TABLE_NO Is Inadequate. 
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Table 6 Content for data store D4: ORDER_DONE 

Data Store Name : D4: ORDER_DONE 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

COM_ORDSLIP SLIP _NO + Unique running order sl Ip No. 

TABLE_NO + Customer's table No. 

FOOD_ID + Food Identification No. 

FOOD_NAME + Food description 

QTY_ORDER + Quantity ordered 

SIZE + Size of food Item ordered 

UNIT_PRICE + Unit sel I Ing price 

ORDEILREMARK Remark of each order Item 

COM_CANSLI P TABLE_NO + Customer's table No. 

FOOD_ID + Food Identification No. 

FLAG_CANC + Cancel flag • TRUE 

FOOD_NAME + Food description 

QTY_ORDER + Quantity ordered 

SIZE + Size of food Item ordered 

UNIT_PRICE + Unit sel I Ing price 

ORDEILREMARK Remark of each order item 

Notations: This datastore Is used to store the computer order slip and 

computer cancel slip that the food Is already done by chef 

or cancelled. 
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Table 7 Content for data store OS: CHECKEO_ORO 

Data Store Name : OS: CHECKEO_ORD 

Name of Structure 

CASHIEILBOX 

COLLECTIONBILL 

Name of Data Element 

TABLE_NO + 

FOOD_ID + 

SIZE + 

QTY + 

UNIT_PRICE + 

ORDEILREM + 

ORDEILTIME + 

NO_OF_CUST 

TABLE_NO + 

RUNNING_NO + 

CHEIN_DATE + 

CHKIN_TIME + 

NO_OF_GUEST + 

MEMBEILID + 

REMARK + 

TABLE_CANCEL + 

TOTAL_AMT + 

DJSc_CHRG 

Description 

Table No. 

Food Identification No. 

Size of order Item 

Quantity ordered 

Unit sell Ing price 

Remark of each order Item 

Time Ordered 

Number of customer 

Table No. 

Unique running table No. 

Customer check-In date 

Check-In time 

Number of customer 

Member ID. No. 

Remark of each table 

Flag TRUE If cancel table 

Total order amount 

Total discount/charge amount 
for each table 

Notations: Attach order slip from cashier box with collection bill. 
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Table 8 Content for data store D6: MATERIALS 

Data Store Name : D6: MATERIALS 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

MATERIALS MATERIAL_ID + Mater I al Identification No. 

DESCRIPTION + Mater I al description 

UNIT_COST + Mater I al unit price 

UNIT _OF _MEAS + Unit of measure 

PURCHASEFROM + Suppller/Vendor name 

BAL_QTY + Balance quantity 

MAX_QTY + Maximum quantity to keep stock 

MIN_QTY + Mlnlmu• quantity In stock 

MAX_DAY_KEEP Maximum number of days that 
can keep stock 

Notations : 
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Table 9 Content for data store D7: HISTORICAL 

Data Store Name : D7: HISTORICAL 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

HIST_TA TABLE_NO + Table No. 

RUNNING_NO + Unique running table No. 

CHEIN_DATE + Check-In date 

CHKIN_TIME + Checl-ln time 

NO_OF_GUEST + Number of customer 

MEMBEILID + Member ID. No. 

REMARK + Remark of each table 

TABLE_CANCEL + Flag TRUE If cancel table 

TOTAL_AMT + Total order amount 

01sc_cHRG + Total discount/charge amount 
for each table 

CASH_RECEIPT_NO Cash Receipt/Tax Invoice No. 

HIST_IT RUNNING_NO + Unique running table No. 

TABLE_NO + Table No. 

FOOD_ID + Food Identification No. 

QTY + Quantl ty ordered 

UNIT_PRICE + Unit setting price 

ORDEILTIME + Order time 

FLAG_ CANCEL Flag TRUE If cancel order 

Notations : The RUNNING_NO Is used In reference with data structure HIST_IT. 
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Table 10 Content for data store DB: ACCT_DATA 

Data Store Name : DB: ACCT_DATA 

Name of Structure Name of Data Element Description 

DIS_CHA 

CASHRECEIPT/ 
TAX-INVOICE 

RUNNING_NO + 

TABLE_NO + 

DISC_CHRG + 

DESCRIPT + 

AMOUNT + 

PERCENT + 

DATE 

CASH_RECEIPT_NO + 

CB_DATE + 

CB_TIME + 

REC_FROM + 

ADDRESS + 

RUNNING_NO + 

TABLE_NO + 

TOT_AMOUNT + 

CHARGE + 

DISCOUNT + 

VAT_AMT + 

PRINTED + 

BILL_FLAG 

Unique running table No. 

Table No. 

Discount/Charge flag 

Description of charge/discount 

Discount/charge amount 

Discount/charge In percent 

Transaction date 

Cash Receipt/Tax Invoice No. 

Cash Receipt/Tax Invoice date 

Time Issued 

Customer name In Receipt 

Customer address In Receipt 

Unique running table No. 

Table No. 

Total ordered amount 

Total charge amount 

Total discount amount 

Value Added Tax amount 

Flag TRUE If been printed 

Receipt status flag 

Notations : The data structure DIS_CHA contain the discount and charge Item 

and VAT. amount (In percent). 

The data structure CASHRECEIPT Is stored the cash receipt/ 

Tax-Invoice Issued. 
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(A] - [S] ,. CH'liW1 ~1illW1 "l 

~1~iu~i1unu (01/12/1993] CH (16/12/1993] 

a d1t .o ~ 
ni~1~~~1~1u~ ~~D~n1iw3.Jwr.1u11a~~111 < dd/mm/yyyy l ... 

I ' 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- Ln~M ENG 
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A ' L3JU wiiwi1unu 
'II 

... .. 
1. i1a41un1iv1Y,lllUAtlDYlll - liY4M13JM3J1111VD4D1M1i 

2. i1a41un1iti1a,111aflitl 

3, i1a41un1~v1a (VAT) 
' 6 

4. i1anufl1uAt11/t'Hil (Dis/Chrs> .. Cl 
5. i1U41U~~U~4,MtD1M'li 

1' 
6. tlit3J11111'11iYDtlltiDD1M1ifllll 

d 
[Ol/12/19931 n4 [16/12/1993] 

I I ~ d d~ A ' 

niN1~Ati141U~ ~D4n1i'H3J'HflitlYDlllV1Y ( dd/mm/yyyy) ••• , . 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- LnM~ ENG 
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., 6 

I Li.JU W3JW"f11Jn\l 
• 

I 
I 

"S1H~1\ln1"SV1H\~1J~tL011~ I 1. 

2. -s111~1un1-sv111\~1IA"SU 

" 
, 

3. "S1H~ 1\ln1MV111 ( VAT) 
' 4. "f111~1UA1\l~~/LW3J (Dis/Chrg) 

d 

5. "S111~1\lU~\l~~\~tD1~1"S 
1' 

6. U"ft3J1fllf11"S11D~~DD1~1"SA~ 

<S 
[Ol/11/1993] rn [30/11/1993] 

1 1 a rill o ti a 
n-s~1~A~1~1u~ "~D~n1"SW3JW"S111~1\ln1MV111 (VAT) •. . 
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"' . 
r L~U W~W"i11141U 

I 
I "' I 1. "i111~1Un1"iU1l:l)~UfltLDU~ 

2. "i111~1Un1"iU1U)~U~"iU 

"' 
, 

3. "i111~ 1Ufl1HtJ1l:l (VAT) 
' d 

4. "i111~1U~1Ufl~/LW~ (Dis/Chrg) 

5. "i1l:l~1UU~U~~)~tD1~1"i 
~ 

6. U"itmfllfl1"il:!D~1'11DD1~1"i~~ 

di 

[Ol/11/1993] n~ [30/11/1993] 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- LnMM ENG 
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.. If 

I 
Lill.I 'HJJ'H"l 1ll411.1 

• 
I a 
I 1. "l1ll411.ln1"l~1ll,~llatLDll~ 

I 2. i1l!~11.1n1i~1l!,~ll~"ltl , 
3. "l1ll411.ln1;~1ll (VAT) 

I A 
4. "l1ll411.1~11.la~/L'HJJ (Dis/Chrg) 

a 
5. "l1ll411.IU~1.1~4,~tD11111"l 

6. tl"ltJJ1C'U11"lYD~~DD11111"l~~ 

~---- Select Area ----~ 

.. " .. 
R - U"l L 1fllll11.11111H 

t "" II B - til.l,~~1.1 D1A1"l1111.11 
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T029 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- LnMM BNG 

.. d ~ ~ 

UA~t~4,Mt : T - Ll1DLiA~1U~1 

.. ' 
I 

UJU wiiwi111nu 
• 

... 
1. i11141un1i~1!1,~!IAtLDY~ 

2. i111•1un1i~111,~11Aiu .. ' 3. i11141un1M~111 (VAT) 
I .!. 

4, i1Y41UA1UA~/LWil (Dis/Chrs) 
a 

s. i1Y41UU~U~4,MtD1Wli 
1' 

6. UitiJ1t'U'l1iYD~tiDD1WliA~ 

.. 
[BBBP] m .. 
[Ol/11/19931 m 

I I .. I .. .:J .d" A ' 

[V·30] 

[30/11/1993) 

niCll1,Ati14,~D1WliA~ UAtti141Ul1 11MD4n1iwiiwi1Y41U 
' 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------- -- Ln~• BNG 

.. d 

U"Ul'lnn1iaanua1~'UA~ 

., A IJ A 

i~utu nu u" 
a 

La!l'\•~ , , , • • •, .. . ... 
1'U L !l'IUA , • • • • , . ... 
I 1a1 L !l'!Ufl , • • , 

..: " 
La!ll'l'\'lJ LA'S°" 

d I 

t11ll:I •••••••••• 

• 
1:1£l~i1aJ ••••••• 

Charges•••••• 

Discounts •••• 

VAT. 

.. .. 

[--/--/--] 

[--:-- am] 

I I 

[ 

[ 

" ... 

U1\'l 

'lJ'll'l 

U1\'l 

U'll'l 

U1\'l 

... '" P2 11~\'l~Ufl F3 : u.n'\!JUA F4 WIJWUA 

Please choose from PUNCTION key 
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I I 
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.... 
U\lt1nn1ieenuALt\IA~ 

' 
A ' \ win.1i1t1t 1\I/, 

• .. A do. 
1, 'ULAi~iUL4\1~1~Lfltit1Ufl 

• ... A &o .Ja 
2, 'ULAi~iUL4\1~1~1\lt1Ufl 

• t .. 0 

3. Aiut1e~A•~1t1UQ!I 
a .. ~ d~ A ' 

LflDn'l11tiet1~eon1iw~wi1t1t1\I 

t ... d 
~4 LL~1\l)'I [01/12/1993) 

[15/12/1993) 

I -., id.ci. ~.. A ' 

n~\.1\1~~1t1\lt1Uflt1~eon1iw~i1t101u 

... 't 
n~ Enter = ~Wt14~~~ 

I ' ....... 
I 1\lt1Ufl,,, 
I ..: ... 
I L lltit1Ufl , , 
I ... 
I ~~\11\H. \I 
I 
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